CURRICULUM VITAE

Simon Barnett

WP & FRONT STACK DEV

Front Stack? Yes, it’s my own term, and it doesn’t seem
to be used anywhere. But I hope it conveys that I’ve
done full, but do front. I’ve worked with Roots Sage,
but generally use a Local by FlyWheel workﬂow.

PERSONAL INFORMATION

+27 73 618 6652

Techy designer / stylish dev, jack-of-many trades, especially a few.
b. 1970, emerging from my family’s DTP/print business, I bring the
fastidiousness of having been at the mercy of a massive printing
press to bear on my pixel-perfect renditions of static web
mockups, which lately has included page builders, now branching into front end library / frameworks, starting with Vue.js.

simonbarnett.co.za

simon@simonbarnett.co.za

WORK EXPERIENCE
1985 - 1987 / Diocesan

College

DTP / GRAPHIC DESIGNER

I typeset the house and school magazines on an Apple ][,
so more like Dot Matrix Publishing, but I learnt adaptibility, which
included the arrival of the Mac.
1993 - 1994, 2000 - 2002 / Mactrain

College

DTP / WEB LECTURER

SKILLS
WEB DESIGN
WEB DEVELOPMENT
WordPress
JS APPS

Bleeding edge tech = teach ﬁrst, struggle with questions later.

1994 - 2003, 2008 - 2010 / Various
WEB / DTP / GRAPHIC DESIGNER

I worked for various companies including two 3-year stints in
design / dtp / multimedia / web, one in London, UK, before
deciding to freelance as a web developer.
2003 - 2008, 2011 - Current / Freelance
WEB DEVELOPMENT

HOBBIES
CYCLING, COOKING, PSYCHOLOGY,
SILICON VALLEY (the tv series)

CONTACT

I ﬁnd the variety of freelancing highly compelling, and allows the ﬂexibility required given the pace of change. A contract or permanent position
would preferably include this element of discovery.

12 Barbourne Road, Lakeside, Cape Town,
South Africa, 7945

As part of my routine up-skilling, I’m currently converting my medication tapering calculator to Vue.js as a phase 1, which, depending on
workload, may include adding a range of services, such as user accounts
and proﬁles.

simon@simonbarnett.co.za

My medication tapering calculator:
reversepsychiatry.org
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